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Extended Abstract

Place/transition (P/T) systems and their variants are an established process
definition language for the representation, validation and verification of workflow
procedures (see, e. g., [1] for an overview), where P/T nets represent process
schemes and P/T systems describe the behavior of process instances due to
their initial markings. The paradigm of nets as tokens has been introduced by
Valk [2] in order to allow nets as tokens, called object nets, within a net, called
a system net. In elementary object systems, object nets can move through a
system net and interact with both the system net and other object nets. This
allows to change the marking of the object nets, but not their net structure.

In [3, 4], the concept of reconfigurable place/transition net systems has been
introduced which is most important to model changes of the net structure while
the system is kept running. In detail, a reconfigurable P/T net system consists of
a P/T net with marking and a set of rules. Thereby not only the follower marking
can be computed but also the structure can be changed by rule application to
obtain a new P/T net system that is more appropriate with respect to some
requirements of the environment. For rule-based transformations of P/T net
systems we use the framework of net transformations [5] following the double-
pushout approach of graph transformation systems. The basic idea behind net
transformation is the stepwise development of P/T net systems by given rules.
Think of these rules as replacement systems where the left-hand side is replaced
by the right-hand side while preserving a context.

The integration of Petri nets with data type descriptions has led to powerful
specification techniques. In [3], we have introduced the paradigm nets and rules
as tokens by a high-level model with suitable data type part. The model called
algebraic higher-order (AHO) net system exploits some form of control not only
on rule application but also on token firing. An AHO net system is defined
by an algebraic high-level net system with net places and rule places, where
the marking is given by suitable low-level net systems respectively rules on these
places. As shown in [6], this paradigm has been very useful to model applications
in the area of mobile ad-hoc networks.
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Mobile ad-hoc networks (manets) consist of mobile nodes forwarding data to
other nodes based on the network connectivity independent from a stable infras-
tructure. The constant change of the network’s topology depends on the current
position of the nodes and their availability. A typical example of a complex ap-
plication is a team communicating using hand-held devices and laptops as in
emergency scenarios. In such a scenario, each team member performs specific
activities while different teams collaborate through the interleaving of all the
different workflows. Normally, workflows in mobile environments are not fixed
once and for all at design time but constantly adapted at run time predicting
disconnections or reorganizing activities. This requires on the one hand a suit-
able description of the distributed workflows and on the other hand expressive
techniques for the adaption.

Research on manets [7] has focused mainly on the infrastructure at the four
lower levels of the ISO/OSI-standards. For the application of manets in larger
operations it is necessary to abstract from the network layers. In [8], an interface
for network services that can be used by applications abstracting from the un-
derlying protocols is suggested. In contrast to approaches using models mainly
for the network we propose modeling the application in terms of workflows, such
that the adaption of workflows to accommodate the requirements in an ad-hoc
setting are met.

Our experience with the case study in [9] has clearly shown the need to inte-
grate data at the level of workflows. The main idea of this paper is to introduce
AHO net systems with high-level net systems and corresponding rules as tokens.
We relate them to AHO net systems with low-level net systems and rules as to-
kens, and analyze the firing and transformation properties of the corresponding
net class transformation defined as functors between corresponding categories
of AHO net systems. All concepts and results are explained with an example
in the application area of mobile ad-hoc networks. In contrast to [9], where we
have used merely low-level net systems, we present now a pipeline emergency
scenario where we use data dependent workflows.
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